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Abstract
Windtunnel measurements and CFD calculations were performed to determine the
position of a small fin on a missile body that gives the highest directional stability.
The model used is the configuration KROPP of the Tvärteknikprojekt, a concept
for a future heavy cruise missile.
For supersonic speeds, the fin creates a shock pattern behind itself on the body.
The generated pressure differences contribute to the yawing moment at sideslip,
so much that it is advantageous to move the fin forward on the body. Although
this decreases the effect of the fin itself (because of a shorter moment arm), it
increases the total moment. The maximum yawing moment is encountered when
the entire shock pattern is placed on the body. A 35% increase in yawing moment
due to fin was noted.
For subsonic speeds this effect is smaller, because the fin influences a smaller
part of the body. The yawing moment does not vary much with fin position. The
best position is most probably with the trailing edge a short distance away from
the base.
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=
reference area, cross-section of warhead = @ B = 0.0962 m

freestream velocity
coordinate from a point above the nose straight back

C 4576

X-coordinate of reference point = 4.00 m
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1 Introduction
A fin that is attached to an aircraft or missile body interacts aerodynamically with
this body, making the fin more effective. The pressure difference caused by the
fin at sideslip is transferred to the body, resulting in a pressure difference on the
body as well. In its turn, the body acts as an endplate to the fin, increasing its
lift. These effects together produce a larger sideforce and yawing moment due to
sideslip than the fin alone would have produced.
A fin is usually placed at the end of the body, to maximize its moment arm. But
when a small fin is placed on a large body, the moment produced by the body may
be so large that when the fin is moved forward, the total moment increases. The
fin moment arm is reduced, but the fin influences a larger body area so the body
moment increases. When the sum of these effects is positive, the total moment
increases.
Windtunnel tests were performed for the Tvärteknikprojekt at FOI, Aeronautics
Division FFA, on a model of a future heavy cruise missile. The model was
equipped with a small fin under the body to increase directional stability. During
the tests, the effect mentioned above was noted. It was then decided to investigate the effect of the fin’s position further using CFD. This report describes CFD
and windtunnel results for both subsonic and supersonic speeds. The optimum
position of the fin is derived from these.
The report starts with a description of the CFD model and windtunnel model used
and their differences (chapter 2). The next chapter describes the CFD calculations
and the grids that were used. Chapter 4 gives results for supersonic speeds. The
flow pattern is analyzed, CFD and windtunnel forces are compared and the optimum position of the fin is determined. Chapter 5 does the same, but now for
subsonic speeds. The report ends with a conclusion.
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2 Missile geometry
Both windtunnel tests and CFD calculations were performed on the windtunnel
model geometry for the Tvärteknikprojekt, configuration KROPP, with small fin,
as described by Johansson et al. [4]. On the windtunnel model, the fin was placed
in two different positions, CFD calculations were performed for four different
positions.
The geometry for the windtunnel model differs somewhat from the CFD geometry. Both are presented here.

2.1

CFD Model

The CFD model has a length of 7500 mm, a straight base and sharp edges. It is
shown in figure 1. Calculations were performed with the small fin in four different
positions, with its trailing edge at 0, 25, 50 and 75 cm from the base. These four
configurations are shown in figure 2.
Figure 1. KROPP CFD geometry, from [4].

0

1m

Figure 2. KROPP with 4 different fins, CFD geometry. Configurations are named after the distance between the base and the
fin trailing edge.

0

1m

‘bak’, 0 cm

‘025’, 25 cm

‘050’, 50 cm

‘075’, 75 cm
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2.2

Windtunnel model

The windtunnel model is not the same as the CFD model. The 1:18 model would
have a full-scale length of 7668 mm, it has a tapered base, the edges on the underside are rounded (figure 3) and the aftmost part of the upper side is flat. However,
the reference point is the same.
The fin has been tested in two different positions: the ‘standard’ position at
48.6 cm from the base end (full scale) and the ‘bak’ position with the trailing edge
at the base (figure 4). Note that these configurations have 168 mm longer moment
arms than the corresponding CFD configurations ‘bak’ and ‘050’, because the
body is longer.
Figure 3.
geometry.

KROPP windtunnel

0

Figure 4. KROPP with 4 different fins, Windtunnel model geometry. Most windtunnel tests
were run with the ‘standard’ configuration.
0

1m

1m
‘bak’, 0 cm
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3 CFD calculations
Software
Calculations were performed on an unstructured grid using FFA’s
unstructured solver EDGE [1]. All geometries were created with the structured
grid program FFANET [2] and unstructured grids were created with Tritet [3].
All CFD calculations are solutions of the Euler equations, that means viscosity
effects are neglected.
Grids The basic grids have about 38,000 nodes each. These showed sufficient
8
accuracy for
1.5: asymmetric forces and moments are very close to zero for

= 0 and a calculation with a 100,000 node grid for one of the cases gave very
small differences with the 38,000 node calculation.
8
Accuracy for
0.5, however, was insufficient. This is most probably caused
by the base flow, which is not smooth and thus requires many cells for an accurate
8
= 1.5, the base flow can not influence the flow around the missile
solution. For
itself.
8
To improve accuracy, all
= 0.5 cases were calculated with flow-adapted
grids. After the flow was calculated on the basic grid, a new grid was created for
every flow case with small cells in places with strong gradients. These grids had
a typical size of 75,000 nodes. They showed sufficiently small asymmetric forces

for = 0.
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4 Effects of fin position, Mach 1.5
When the missile is flying at a supersonic speed, the fin basically influences only
that part of the body that lies behind it. Therefore, moving the fin forward can be
very effective. This chapter shows the flow pattern caused by the fin first, then the
resulting moments are discussed for both CFD and windtunnel results.

4.1

Flow pattern

Pressure ‘lanes’ When the missile has a certain sideslip, the fin looks like a
wing under an angle of attack. The leading edge produces two waves: a shock on
the windward side and an expansion on the leeward side, causing a higher pressure
on the windward side and a lower pressure on the leeward side. The trailing edge
produces an expansion on the windward side and a shock on the leeward side,
such that the pressures behind the fin are equal. Thus, the fin causes two ‘lanes’
of high and low pressure that run into the flow.
The more forward the fin is placed, the larger the body area that is covered
by these lanes (up to a limit). Pressure plots from CFD calculations show the
forward movement of the high- and low-pressure areas when the fin is moved
forward (figures 5 to 8). For the fin at 25 cm, only the lower part of the body is
covered, for 50 cm the upper part is covered as well. If the fin is placed at more
than 50 cm the total covered area does not change anymore, it just moves forward.
Note that the pressure in the influenced regions does not change much when
the fin is moved and that the induced pressure in the lanes does not really decrease
for areas farther away from the fin (the colours in the lanes are almost the same).
(.
for the body
When the flow pictures are compared with a picture showing
without any fin (figure 9), it is obvious that the fin really influences the lanes only.
The pressure in front of the fin does not change, because the flow is supersonic,
but even the pressure behind the lanes shows no big changes. Only a slightly lower
pressure is formed directly behind the fin (visible in figures 7 and 8).

Mach line estimate To estimate the pressure lane location, the Mach angle 
can be used. The simplest possible approximation of the waves are the Mach lines

at = 0, that means the lines with direction that satisfy:

 
 

 

  

Finding this lines on the body surface gives the wave locations.
This method does not take into account the finite strength of the waves, nor

the change in freestream direction for non-zero (although this can be done by
taking the inner product of with the freestream velocity). Figures 5 to 8 show
however that even the simplest approximation gives good results.
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Figure 5. KROPP
 afterbody, fin
at the base.
. Black lines indicate Mach lines on the surface

for
= 1.5,  = 41.8 deg.  = 0
deg, & = -10 deg.

Figure 6. KROPP
afterbody, fin

at 25 cm.
. Black lines indicate Mach lines on the surface

for
= 1.5,  = 41.8 deg.  = 0
deg, & = -10 deg.

Figure 7. KROPP
afterbody, fin

at 50 cm.
. Black lines indicate Mach lines on the surface

= 1.5,  = 41.8 deg.  = 0
for
deg, & = -10 deg.

Figure 8. KROPP
afterbody, fin

at 75 cm.
. Black lines indicate Mach lines on the surface

for
= 1.5,  = 41.8 deg.  = 0
deg, & = -10 deg.
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Figure 9. KROPP afterbody, no

fin.
= 1.5.  = 0 deg, & = -10
deg.

4.2

Side force and yawing moment

The effect of the small fin on sideforce and yawing moment coefficients from CFD
follows from figures 10 and 11. Adding a fin to the body causes a small increase in
side force and a rather large increase in yawing moment, from unstable to almost
stable.
Dependence on fin position The effect of the fin’s position follows from these
figures and also from figures 14 and 15, which show the incremental effect of the
fin. Side force increases with fin distance from the base: the larger the body area
that is influenced by the fin, the larger the side force created by the body. The side
force caused by the fin itself does not change, because the flow is supersonic, so
changes in geometry behind the fin do not affect the fin (changes in the flow field
in front of the fin have an influence, but the flow field on the last part of the body
is almost uniform so this influence is small). Once the fin waves are free from the
base, the total side force will not change much anymore (this happens for 75 cm
or more, see figure 8).
The yawing moment, however, reaches a maximum. When the fin is moved
forward, the influenced body area increases but the fin moment arm decreases (at
50 cm from the base, the moment arm (reference point to the fin’s mid root chord)
is decreased from 3.19 m to 2.69 m, a reduction of 16%). The figures show that
the yawing moment continues to grow with fin distance from the base until the
influenced body area becomes constant, which happens between 50 and 75 cm. It


is interesting to see that for 5 deg the 50 cm fin is better, but for 10 deg the
'
75 cm fin gives a higher
. For this angle, the flow pattern is rotated more than
for 5 deg, so the high-pressure ‘lane’ is moved backward and the total influenced
area is still increasing at 75 cm (figure 8).
Force and moment derivatives Consider now a side force and yawing moment
derivative, approximated by taking the difference in force/moment due to fin at 5
deg and 0 deg or at 10 deg and 5 deg, and dividing this by 5 deg (thus approximating the derivatives of figures 14 and 15). These derivatives are given in figures 16
and 17. They show the same trends as the previous figures: side force increases
and levels off, yawing moment increases and then decreases. For 5 - 10 deg this
all happens a little later than for 0 - 5 deg.
The first increase looks perfectly linear. It is, however, expected that the
curves will become a number of straight lines with different slopes instead of
17
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one line when more cases are calculated. This happens because the increase of
influenced body area is not constant. When the shocks advance over a horizontal
 '
surface, the vertical influenced area does not change, so
increases less or not
at all.
Windtunnel results Windtunnel data are compared with CFD in figures 12 and
13. Fin delta effects are given in figures 14 and 15 and derivatives in figures 16
and 17. The windtunnel results differ from the CFD calculations. Most obvious:
the effect of a fin is much larger. This is partially caused by viscosity effects
and calculation or measurement errors, but also by geometric differences. The
windtunnel model has a 5% longer moment arm and a round lower body, so the
large pressure differences close to the fin cause a horizontal force.
But measurements and calculations agree qualitatively. The shape of the
curves is the same, the fin delta curves (figures 14 and 15) are almost straight
(the slopes for 5 - 10 deg are somewhat smaller).
The optimum position of the fin can not be found from the windtunnel results,
because only two fin positions were measured. But from the qualitative agreement
with CFD it is expected that the flow pattern resembles the calculated pattern and
thus that the optimum position lies close to the CFD optimum.
Best fin position In this case, the largest yawing moment is obtained when the
shock pattern from the fin does not reach the base, that means the fin trailing edge
must be somewhere between 50 and 75 cm from the base. This gives a calculated
('+! ,
  of 0.21, which is 35% higher than for a fin at the base. Windtunnel

'+! ,
  of 0.37 (forward position).

results show a maximum
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Figure
10. Side force coefficient
%$

versus & for  = 0,
= 1.5.
Five different CFD calculations.

C vs. beta
C

KROPP, no fin,
CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.25 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.50 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.75 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
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C vs. beta

Figure 11.
-, Yawing moment coefficient
versus & for  = 0,

= 1.5. Five different CFD calculations.
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0
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KROPP, no fin,
CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.25 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.50 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.75 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
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5
beta (deg)
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Figure
12. Side force coefficient
%$

versus & for  = 0,
= 1.5.
Comparison CFD – windtunnel.

C vs. beta
C

KROPP, no fin,
CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.50 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, no fin,
WT, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, WT, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.48 m, WT, M 1.5,α 0
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C vs. beta

Figure 13.
-, Yawing moment coefficient
versus & for  = 0,

= 1.5. Comparison CFD –
windtunnel.
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KROPP, fin 0.50 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, no fin,
WT, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, WT, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.48 m, WT, M 1.5,α 0
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∆Cn vs. beta

Figure 14. Side force coefficient
 $ with
, fin minus without fin,
 , versus & for  = 0,


= 1.5.

KROPP, fin bak, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.25 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.50 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.75 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, WT , M 1.5, α 0
KROPP, fin 0.48 m, WT , M 1.5, α 0
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Figure 15. Yawing moment coefficient
fin minus without fin,
 , with
 , , versus & for  = 0,


= 1.5.

KROPP, fin bak, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.25 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.50 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.75 m, CFD, M 1.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, WT , M 1.5, α 0
KROPP, fin 0.48 m, WT , M 1.5, α 0
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Figure 16. Side force
%$ derivative
   , vercaused by fin,
sus distance base – fin trailing

edge.  = 0,
= 1.5.
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CFD, β 0 − 5 deg
CFD, β 5 − 10 deg
WT, β 0 − 5 deg
WT, β 5 − 10 deg
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Figure 17.
Yawing moment
derivative
caused
by fin,
-,
   , versus distance
base – fin trailing edge.  = 0,

= 1.5.
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5 Effects of fin position, Mach 0.5
For speeds lower than the speed of sound, the fin influences the missile body both
behind and in front. This influence, however, is less than for supersonic speeds.
This chapter shows the flow pattern as well as calculated and measured forces on
8
the missile for
= 0.5.

5.1

Flow pattern

8
Flow pictures were made using the CFD results for
= 0.5 (figures 18 to 21). To
show the fin influence on the body as clearly as possible, a colour scale was used
8
that is different from the scale for
= 1.5. Note that this scale has a maximum
/.
of 0, that means freestream pressure. Pressures on the fin and a part of the
windward (port) side of the body are ‘off the scale’.
The influence of the fin is not restricted to distinct ’lanes’, but the influenced
part of the body lies around the fin. The flow figures show that this influenced
area is smaller than for the supersonic case.
A distinct region with high and low pressures exists around the fin on the lower
part of the body. This region moves with the fin and does not change much in
shape, except when it lies in the low-pressure zone around the base. The pressure
near the trailing edge is reduced there for both sides of the fin. (Compare figure
18 with figure 21: figure 18 shows a green area on the port side of the fin that is
red in figure 21 and a blue area on the starbord side that is green in figure 21.)
This region does not produce any yawing moment itself, but it influences the
pressure distribution on the fin and the body side surfaces.

The fin has a small influence on the lower sides of the body. Figure 18 shows, on
the left side of the body, an extension of the yellow – red area compared with the
other figures. Figures 19 to 21 show a darker red area next to the fin, as well as a
greener area on the right side.
Comparing the flow pictures with one for the body without fin (figure 22), we
see that the pressure on the upper sides of the body does not change notably. This
means that only the lower sides of the body contribute to the side force and yawing
moment. The same picture shows that the influence of the fin is really limited to
the body area close to it: the rest of the body pressure does not change.

5.2

Side force and yawing moment

Just like in the supersonic case, the addition of a fin stabilizes the body. Both
windtunnel results and CFD calculations show however that the generated yawing
moment does not depend much on the position of the fin.
Windtunnel results Windtunnel measurements were again performed for two
different positions: with the fin trailing edge at the base and at 48 cm from the
base. These positions give almost exactly the same side force and yawing moment
(figures 25 and 26). It is thus expected from the windtunnel results that the effect
of the fin does not change much with its position. There might be an optimum
position between 0 and 48 cm.
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Figure 18. KROPP
  afterbody, fin
at the base.
.
= 0.5.  = 0
deg, & = -10 deg.

Figure 19. KROPP
  afterbody, fin
at 25 cm.
.
= 0.5.  = 0
deg, & = -10 deg.

Figure 20. KROPP
  afterbody, fin
at 50 cm.
.
= 0.5.  = 0
deg, & = -10 deg.

Figure 21. KROPP
  afterbody, fin
at 75 cm.
.
= 0.5.  = 0
deg, & = -10 deg.
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Figure 22. KROPP afterbody, no

fin.
= 0.5.  = 0 deg, & = -10
deg.

CFD calculations
As explained in chapter 3, the CFD results for Mach 0.5
were obtained with adapted grids. It was shown for the case with the fin at 50 cm

('

that
and
are very close to zero for = 0. Therefore, no calculations were

made for = 0 for the other cases, but the asymmetric forces and moments were
assumed to be zero.
Results for all four fin positions show that even the very existence of a fin does
 
 '
much (figure 23).
shows the same pattern as for Mach 1.5:
not influence
the body alone is unstable, addition of a fin makes it just stable (figure 24).
Looking at the fin effects (figures 27 and 28), we see that some fin positions
 
 
decrease the sideforce
, although windtunnel results show an increase in
.
 '
Windtunnel and CFD results show a comparable
.


It can be seen that the fin effects are different for = 0 – 5 deg and for = 5 –
10 deg. This is most obvious from the approximated derivatives (figure 29 and 30,
 "! ,

for a definition see section 4.2). The 5 – 10 lines show a maximum in

('+! ,



and
for the fin at 25 cm and the same values for 0 and 50 cm, while the

0 – 5 lines show a minimum at 25 cm and an increase towards 75 cm.
The accuracy of especially the derivative calculations is uncertain. Unlike the
supersonic case, the flow around the fin is influenced by the base flow which is
dependent on viscosity and therefore not predicted correctly by Euler calculations.
And, because the effects of a little fin are so small, even minor errors have the same
order of magnitude as the fin effects. The fact that CFD does not give an increase



in
when a fin is added and the derivatives for 0 – 5 and 5 –10 that show
different behaviour may be caused by numerical errors.
 
('
Best fin position Windtunnel results show a small dependence of
and
on fin position. CFD results indicate that the fin must be placed far forward for


 '+! ,
 of 0.39 is reached
low , but at about 25 cm for higher . A maximum

there, 16% higher than for the most backward position. Because of the uncertainty
regarding the computational results, no specific conclusion of best fin position
can be drawn. It is however reasonable to state that, for subsonic speeds, the
effectiveness of the fin is rather independent of its position.

Windtunnel results for higher show a slightly larger yawing moment when
the fin is placed away from the base. The fin causes a pressure difference on the
body behind it, which disappears when the fin is placed with its trailing edge at
the body base. It is therefore recommended to place the fin at a small distance
from the base.
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Figure
23. Side force coefficient
%$

versus & for  = 0,
= 0.5.
Five different CFD calculations.

C vs. beta
C

2.5
KROPP, no fin,
CFD, M 0.5,α 0
KROPP, fin bak, CFD, M 0.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.25 m, CFD, M 0.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.50 m, CFD, M 0.5,α 0
KROPP, fin 0.75 m, CFD, M 0.5,α 0
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Figure 24.
, Yawing moment coef
ficient
versus & for  = 0,
= 0.5, five different CFD calculations.
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Figure
25. Side force coefficient
%$

versus & for  = 0,
= 0.5.
Comparison CFD – windtunnel.
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Figure 26.
, Yawing moment coef
ficient
versus & for  = 0,
= 0.5, comparison CFD – windtunnel.
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∆CC vs. beta

Figure 27. Side force coefficient
 $ with
, fin minus without fin,
 , versus & for  = 0, 

= 0.5.
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Figure 28. Yawing moment coefficient
fin minus without fin,
 , with
 , , versus & for  = 0, 

= 0.5.
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Figure 29. Side force
%$ derivative
   , vercaused by fin,
sus distance base – fin trailing

edge.
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6 Conclusion
CFD calculations and windtunnel measurements were used to determine the optimum position of a small fin on a missile body to give maximum directional
stability. To achieve sufficient accuracy, CFD calculations were performed on
flow-adapted grids for subsonic speeds. This was not necessary for supersonic
speeds.
At Mach 1.5 a wave pattern is formed on the body behind the fin. Maximum
yawing moment is reached when this pattern is entirely free from the base area,
this means that the fin must have its trailing edge between 50 and 75 cm from the
base area. Calculations show an increase of yawing moment, caused by the fin,
of 35%. It was found that, for higher angles of sideslip, the fin must be moved
further forward.
For subsonic speeds, at Mach 0.5, the influence of the fin is limited to a small
area around the fin. The horizontal underside of the missile is influenced most.
The lower sides of the missile show a small pressure change close to the fin, they
contribute thus to the yawing moment. It was found that the yawing moment
does not change much with the fin position. Due to computational difficulties the
correctness of the CFD-results is uncertain, but it is likely that there is an optimum
position with the fin trailing edge a short distance away from the base.
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